
This report looks at the following areas:

•• How the serviced office sector is emerging from the COVID-19 crisis; the
opportunities and challenges arising from the new work practices adopted
post-pandemic

•• Market drivers that shape the development of the market
•• Competitive strategies by key players
•• How the market is expected to develop over the next five years

Despite challenging market conditions, the UK supply of serviced offices has
continued to increase over the last three years. In 2022, the number of serviced
offices rose by an estimated 5% to 4,081. Recent growth is partly driven by
operators expanding in regional towns and cities and suburban markets in
response to a move to hybrid work models, growing demand to work close to
home and more companies establishing regional hubs.

While economic uncertainty generates demand for serviced offices, the
economic slowdown coupled with inflationary pressures also pose challenges.
The current climate is likely to have an adverse effect on SMEs, affecting
occupancy rates in some centres, while inflationary pressure could put some
smaller serviced office operators under financial strain. This may lead to an
increased rate of consolidation in the industry, with smaller operators snapped
up by larger firms looking for attractive M&A opportunities.

The list of demands from occupiers will continue to grow and is likely to include
smarter technology, a more personalised service, workplace wellbeing,
sustainable workplaces and continued affordability. In the future, occupiers can
also be expected to only pay premium rents for spaces with notable
sustainability and wellbeing-focused building certifications. Serviced office
providers need to be agile and able to match evolving business needs and
adapt to challenges to remain relevant.
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“Hybrid working policies are
the primary driver for
increased flexible workspace
demand. Economic
uncertainty and inflationary
pressure also generate
demand for serviced offices
as companies prioritise cost-
effectiveness and agility.”
– Claudia Preedy, B2B Senior
Analyst
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The widespread adoption of hybrid working models, the emergence of the
‘work near home’ concept and a general push towards localisation of
amenities are all contributing to increased demand for high-quality, flexible
workspaces. Flexible workspaces enable companies to test, measure and
adapt their portfolios to achieve the right balance for their business. Flexible
offices also offer adaptability in a time of economic uncertainty as they
present a low-commitment, low-risk way to lease offices.
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• Desk prices recover to above pre-COVID-19 levels
Figure 7: Average cost of renting serviced office space
(private and coworking) in key UK cities, 2022

• The five-year outlook for UK serviced offices
Figure 8: Serviced offices’ outlook, 2022-27

• Serviced office market set for continued growth
Figure 9: Forecast number of UK serviced offices, 2023-27
Figure 10: Forecast number of UK serviced offices, 2023-27

• Learnings from the last recession
Figure 11: Industry performance following the last recession,
2008-16 (£ million)

• Forecast methodology

• Occupiers prioritise quality and amenity-rich spaces
• Bruntwood’s Pioneer buildings
• Huckletree’s Futures Lab
• The Exchange – the incubator and innovation workspace

run by Newflex
• Increased demand for out-of-town locations as workers

look to reduce commute
• Operators offer more flexible products to meet variable

needs of businesses

• Overview
• Economic factors
• UK economy is slowing amid surging inflation

Figure 12: Annual GDP growth rate, 2007-21 (annual %
change)

• GDP outlook
• COVID-19, economic uncertainty and cost pressures

escalate trend towards shorter and more flexible lease
structures

• One in five workers are now hybrid
• Pandemic has set growth trend in self-employment into

reverse
Figure 13: Self-employed workers in the UK, 2012-22

• Freelancers also on a downward trend
• But business start-ups remain resilient
• UK tech start-up sector continues to grow at pace
• Pandemic also presented significant challenges to start-ups

MARKET FORECAST

MARKET TRENDS

MARKET DRIVERS
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Figure 14: Number of newly incorporated companies in the
UK, 2019-22
Figure 15: Number of newly incorporated companies in the
UK, 2016-22
Figure 16: Business start-ups in the UK, by sector, 2022
Figure 17: Business start-ups in the UK, by region, 2022

• SMEs account for over 99% of UK private businesses
Figure 18: SME businesses in the UK, by number of employees
and turnover, 2021
Figure 19: Number of SMEs, by region, 2021

• A more dispersed workforce and cost-saving factors drive
regional expansion of operators

• Providers must cater for a fully diverse workforce
• Growing focus on ESG

• Industry development
• Types of flexible workspace providers
• IWG remains largest player

Figure 20: Key players in UK serviced office market, by
number of locations, 2022
Figure 21: UK serviced office providers, by number of
locations, 2022

• Emergence of specialists and niche players
• Consolidation and acquisition activity
• More traditional landlords are diversifying into flexible

office sector

• IWG opts for capital-light franchising strategy to
accelerate growth and build scale

• Bruntwood Works’ Pioneer programme aims to build the
offices of the future by focusing on wellbeing, sustainability,
technology, biophilia, amenity and art

• WeWork forms alliances to grow its flex office platform and
enhance its offering

• BizSpace
• Company strategy
• Financial performance

Figure 22: Financial analysis of BizSpace, 2016-20
• Bruntwood
• Company strategy

INDUSTRY STRUCTURE

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES

COMPANY PROFILES
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• Financial performance
Figure 23: Financial analysis of Bruntwood, 2017-21 (£ million)

• Citibase (NewFlex Leases)
• Acquisition by Newable
• Company strategy
• New Citibase Local initiative launched as part of COVID-19

response
• NewFlex Leases
• Financial performance

Figure 24: Financial analysis of NewFlex Leases, 2017-21
• Landmark Space
• Financial performance

Figure 25: Financial analysis of Landmark Space, 2017-21
• IWG/Regus
• IWG opts for capital-light franchising strategy to

accelerate growth and build scale
• IWG merges digital assets with The Instant Group
• Financial performance

Figure 26: Financial analysis of IWG plc, 2017-21, (£million)
Figure 27: Segmental turnover analysis, by region, 2020-21
Figure 28: Number of centres, by region, 2021

• The Office Group
• Merger with Fora
• Financial performance

Figure 29: Financial analysis of Cheetah Holdco, 2017-21
(£million)

• Abbreviations
• Methodology

• Trade associations
• Flexible Space Association (formerly Business Centre

Association)
• Trade magazines
• Commercial Property Monthly
• Estates Gazette
• Property Week

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION

FURTHER SOURCES AND CONTACTS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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